Kellstrom Defense to Distribute Engine System and Support Products for UTC Aerospace
Systems
Miramar, FL, April 5, 2015 - Kellstrom Defense, a Merex Group company, announces it will be a
new spare part distribution provider for UTC Aerospace Systems, serving the global military and
government aftermarket for the Delavan product line.
Kellstrom Defense has signed an exclusive agreement with Delavan to stock, distribute and
manage spare components for the important foreign, domestic and government agency
aftermarket customers. The agreement covers the Delavan Fuel Nozzle and Spray bar product
line used on military engines including the T56, T700, F404, F110, and T700.

About Kellstrom Defense:
Kellstrom Defense Aerospace, Inc. (“Kellstrom Defense”) is a leading provider of aftermarket
logistics support for military and defense platforms around the world, including but not limited
to C-130, F-16, F-5/T-38, P-3, Boeing 707 defense derivative aircraft, and multiple rotary-wing
platforms. Kellstrom Defense specializes in complete Supply Chain Management (“SCM”)
services through establishing strategic alliances and partnerships with the defense aviation
industry's leading manufactures and repair centers, providing a suite of solutions for operators,
depots, and aircraft MRO centers worldwide sustaining legacy military platforms.
Further information is available at:
www.kellstromdefense.com
About Merex Group:
The Merex Group is a global provider of comprehensive support for U.S. manufactured legacy
defense platforms including aircraft, helicopters, and their respective engines. Supporting more
than 50 countries worldwide that operate legacy defense platforms, the Merex Group "Total
Support" approach of providing spares/components, repair/overhaul management,
manufacturing & engineering solutions and overall program management has been
instrumental in the company's success in this growing market. The Merex Group is
headquartered in Camarillo, California and is a Dubin Clark Portfolio Company.
Further information is available at:
www.kellstromdefense.com
About Dubin Clark & Company:

Dubin Clark & Company is a private equity investment firm founded in 1984 exclusively on
purchasing and cultivating businesses into profitable enterprises, all the time working alongside
the businesses' preexisting management. The organization has a philosophy of "maintaining
each company's values, independence and culture; with the goal of building upon what has
already been achieved."
Further information is available at:
www.dubinclark.com
About UTC Aerospace Systems:
UTC Aerospace Systems designs, manufactures and services integrated systems and
components for the aerospace and defense industries. UTC Aerospace Systems supports a
global customer base, with significant worldwide manufacturing and customer service facilities.
Follow the company on Twitter: @utcaerosystems.
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